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The Commonwealth Games legacy story is 25 years old, beginning as the 

Commonwealth Center for Sport Development (CCSD) and continuing today as 

94Forward. 

 

At the July 9th, 2019 Board meeting, the Directors met with 94Forward’s founding 

President and widely regarded Canadian sport legend – Ken Shields.  In addition to being 

the inaugural President of the CCSD, Ken is a lifelong coach and builder in basketball 

and a passionate contributor to the development of coaching in Canada. 

 

The July 9th meeting provided the Board with an opportunity to sit with Coach Shields 

and explore the forces at play in the mid-90’s when the CCSD was being established.  

Discussion topics included sport selection criteria and desired impact but most of the 

discussion centered on the values and philosophy that were established, and their 

importance in guiding decision making.   

 

This meeting served as valuable confirmation that the current model and direction of 

94Forward are in keeping with the original CCSD pillars.  A key difference to the 

functioning of the society today is the direct management of the legacy fund, a function 

that was executed by the Canada Commonwealth Legacy Fund (CCLF), the sister society 

of the CCSD, which was dissolved in 2012 and then fund transferred to 94Forward. 

 

At the conclusion of the discussion Ken offered the following: 

 

"I was very happy to hear that the fund has had a significant growth under the 

management of 94 Forward, and that there are a strong set of criteria which have to be 

met before money is invested." 

 

Evidence in support of Ken`s point and 94Forward`s model was not hard to find as just 

10 days prior Triathlon Canada`s Tyler Mislawchuk hit the World Triathlon Series 

podium in Montreal.  Triathlon Canada is 94Forward`s major collaboration for 2019. 

 

It was a great honor to receive Ken at the meeting and the 94Forward Board took great 

confidence from Ken`s endorsement.  25 years later the Legacy thrives! 

 

 


